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Abstract: 

The current situation in the current global crisis poses many challenges, but it offers at the same 

time a number of opportunities that can be exploited, including resorting to generalizing the use 

of modern technology and dealing electronically in all areas, including distance learning, and 

this has led to the tremendous development in the information and communications technology 

that the world is witnessing. Today to the emergence of the e-book as one of the most advanced 

and advanced means, and this fertile progress has opened a wide window for man on his 

technological world, and his new medium through which he sees his knowledge and cultural 

reality through his new window, teaches and learns, and electronic technical books have grown 

tremendously During the last decade, the number of users of these e-books in all areas of 

different knowledge life, as a primary source of information at the global level. 

The role of design in electronic technical books: 

     With the advent of the third millennium, the technical design of modern media and software 

applications has become an amazing field of technology, so the graphic designer has now 

become aware of the recent technological revolutionary. breakthroughs that have made the 

technology used in the world at the global, local, or personal level for these applications An 

important role, in all fields, including artistic e- books, so the researcher believes that the 

development of design, including the image it contains of the recipient in the e-book, is the 

beginning of the actual (stage) of generalization in Egypt and the Arab world on all aspects of 

educational institutions in all its different stages, as well as cultural foundations (libraries) - 

Knowledge Bank) and this happens through several successive stages, to become (design) one 

of the most important elements of e-books, because it is playing an increasing role day after day 

in our daily life in this current global crisis. 
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